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Nigeria: Another “Help Africa” Scam? Killing
Africans with Pop Star Kindness
From Starsuckers: "One of the most important documentaries of the last 25
years"

By Brasscheck TV
Global Research, May 13, 2014
Brasscheck TV

Region: sub-Saharan Africa
Theme: US NATO War Agenda

Celebrities and politicians are jumping on the bandwagon.

And in the mix, a bunch of “military advisors” are now roaming around Nigeria.

Something doesn’t smell right about #bringbackourgirls

Other examples of operations like this: bait and switch.

You can order this DVD directly from Amazon. We are serious when we say this is one of the
most  important  documentaries  made  in  the  last  25  years.  Not  only  will  it  help  you
understand the world you live in, it will help you and your loved ones protect yourselves
from it. Essential viewing. Our absolute highest recommendation. You can get the full movie
here: Starsuckers (Star Suckers) PAL version for the UK and other PAL countries: Starsuckers
( Star Suckers ) [ NON-USA FORMAT, PAL, Reg.2 Import – United Kingdom ]
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